
TODAY, I GIVE UP TRYING

Chapter: 940

clatter!

clatter!

clatter!

This sound seemed to be walking in a leisurely courtyard, but when it

fell in the ears of Bai San and the others, it changed their expressions

one by one.

Do not know why.

After they heard the sound of footsteps, the three of them only felt

that the hairs all over their bodies were standing upside-down.

This is more than that.

Although the footsteps were gentle, each step fell as if stepping on the

hearts of three people, causing their hearts to beat wildly, and their

blood pressure began to soar rapidly.

This is… a sign of danger!

“Be careful, everyone, this person is a master!”

Bai San’s expression completely changed.

In his eyes, there was a faint disbelief. He didn’t even think about it.

How could a small place like Jiangshi hide the existence of a master

who made him, a top master, feel dangerous?

This is simply incredible.

just!

Under the nervous gaze of the three of them, the figure at the end of

the corridor was getting closer and closer.

The dangerous breath became stronger and stronger.

Until that figure appeared in front of Bai San and the others, when they

saw each other’s face clearly!

boom!

Bai San and the others were completely dumbfounded, they could

hardly believe their eyes.

This is an ugly face.

He was tall, with bumps on his face, which was terrifyingly terrifying.

What is especially terrifying is that they have seen this face before, and

it will be unforgettable for a lifetime.

Because he is…Blood Buddha!

“How… how is it possible!”

“Blood, Bloody Buddha? How could it be you? How could you appear

here?”

Bai San seemed to have discovered some terrifying secrets at this

moment. The creepy feeling made his scalp almost burst.

How come here?

Hearing these words, there was a penetrating smile on the ugly face of

Blood Buddha Tu:

“Because, my king’s order!”

What!

My king?

It’s my king again!

Bai San’s heart was beating violently, he couldn’t imagine how terrible it

is to be able to be the super ruthless man of the bloody Buddha, and

become my king.

“You…who is the king you are talking about?”

“Behind you, there is a manipulator behind the scenes? This…”

Bai Sansan felt chilly at this moment.

The gaze looking at the Blood Buddha, as if looking at a death god,

made them tremble all over.

Just heard this.

Both the faces of Blood Buddha and Blood Rose showed a deep

reverence at the same time.

“My king, is the most powerful existence in this world!” Blood

Buddha.

“My king, it’s between waving your hands, you ant family gods who can

be wiped out in ashes!” Blood Rose.

Wow!

When they heard the reverent words of Blood Buddha and Blood

Rose, Bai San and the other people trembled with fear, and the cold

sweat instantly wetted their backs.

The most powerful existence in the world?

Between the waves, the ashes of the Bai family?

how can that be.

Bai San and others can’t imagine, nor can they imagine.

Especially, when the last words of the Blood Buddha fell, it was like

five thunderstorms to them.

“He is the King of the Blood Prison!”
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